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The Birth of a Theater Commons
 in Rome: Fondazione Teatro
Valle Bene Comune
By Dario Gentili and Andrea Mura
Founded in 1727, Teatro Valle in Rome has been a playhouse for illustrious artists like Mozart,
Rossini and Pirandello. The oldest theater in the city, it has achieved international recognition in
recent years as the symbol of a pioneering struggle over the idea of the commons (beni comuni). The
origins of this battle can be traced to a 2011 voter referendum in Italy that proposed a sweeping
privatization of public water supplies and their conversion into market commodities. Defeated by
more than 90 percent of voters, the “water referendum” elevated the commons to the center of the
national debate, problematizing the legal category of “public goods.”
A day after the referendum, a number of arts workers and ordinary citizens occupied the venerable
building with the idea of protecting it from the risk of an impending privatization. The occupation
immediately drew attention to the inadequate funding and mistreatment of the theater by the Italian
Theatre Authority (ETI), a public administrative entity closed in 2010. Because the law regarded the
theater as a “public good,” the city council was authorized to invite private investors to tender
competitive bids in a regulated process to acquire the theater. Thus the privatization of Teatro Valle
was not only lawful but, given the city’s budget woes, eminently attractive.
Given this legal logic, occupiers realized that the most effective remedy against this juridical
thinking and further threats of privatization would be to treat Teatro Valle as a commons. The
temporary occupation soon gave rise to the Teatro Valle Occupato, a protest that eventually lasted
three years. Its long-term objective became not only the preservation of the theater, but also an
affirmation of a new “right to the city” and to the commons. Artists, researchers, activists and
ordinary citizens brought new energy to the ambitious political and cultural project of extending the
idea of the commons to encompass immaterial goods.
The occupation also opposed neoliberal policies of commodification, and pioneered a new
experimental approach to reconceptualizing law itself. By no longer fighting against the law, but
through the law, the occupiers launched a battle for legal recognition of Teatro Valle as a commons,
assisted by prominent legal theorists and by a working constituent assembly of the commons.1
Occupiers wished to distinguish their actions from traditional squatting; this would instead be a battle
for the recognition of the commons through which existing legal tools would be emancipated from
their familiar, more conservative uses.
The occupiers’ chief innovation was a formal institution of private law functioning as trust-like
legal entity – the “Foundation,” or more formally, Fondazione Teatro Valle Bene Comune (Teatro
Valle Common Good Foundation). Stretching the juridical definition of the theater exposed a crucial
tension between legitimacy and legality in the management of the theater. The Foundation sought to
ratify the occupiers’ possession, use and active production over and against the contrary formal
claims of property ownership. This would open up a new legal approach to managing “public goods”
while clearing the path for a law of the commons to emerge in the future and possibly be
